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Approximate String Matching 
Approximate string matching is one of the major problems in classi l string matching and it is 
used to find techniques suitable for extracting information from database where there may be a 
spelling mistake or an error in a keyword [1]. This is an important issue for information retrieval, 
pattern recognition, web search, computational biology and text mining. Looking for a person’s 
name in a database is the most common operation in information system . It gives exact results 
for the lookup if the name is given correctly, but if the person’ name is misspelled, then there 
should be some procedure to obtain the correct result. In approximate string matching the match 
is measured in the number of operations that are performed to match the exact string. The goal is 
to perform string matching of a pattern in a text where one or both of them have suffered some 
kind of corruption [2]. 
 In this thesis, the concept of approximate string matching is analyzed and then it is 
extended to two Indian languages, namely Hindi and Telugu. It starts with analyzing how humans 
can easily read words where the letters have been jumbled in a certain way. Several modifications 




breaking the text without functional words and breaking the context of sentence, for which 
independent words are taken. Several edit distances are studid in the process of associating the 
distance measure with the jumbling process. Edit distance between t o strings is the number of 
operations performed in the process of transferring one string into another. The operations that 
can be performed are insertion, deletion, substitution and transposition of adjacent letters. There 
are different ways of performing the edit distance such as Levenshtein distance, Damerau-
Levenshtein distance, Hamming distance, Jaro-Winkler distance, Longest common subsequence 
problem etc. some of them are explained in detail in the subsequent sections. In this thesis, the 
modifications to the text are generated according to Damerau- Levenshtein distance. Several 
modifications were made based on position of letters, such as using the Damerau- Levenshtein 
distance without disturbing the first letter, first and lastetters and according to the placement of 
keys in the QWERTY keyboard. Also the relationship between the edit distance and the time 
taken is derived. 
Our objective is to extend the concept of approximate string matching to some of the 
Indian languages like Hindi and Telugu. We look into the characteristics of the Indian languages, 
their classification and variation from English. We then try to jumble the letters based on the 
properties of the language and look at how humans are able to read them. Then the modifications 
to the text are made based on the Damerau- Levenshtein distance to see its effect on reading. The 




We also look into the information theory and entropy, a key measur  of information 
which is used to measure the uncertainty associated with the syst m [11]. The entropy of the 
English language is calculated according to the Shannon’s entropy. A study is made on Telugu 




first converted into English script by the use of available software’s and then the entropy is 
calculated. We do it in two ways, first- by converting it to English and then considering them as 
English alphabets and second- by converting it to English and then considering them as Telugu 
alphabets. We then derive the relation between entropies of English and Telugu languages.  
The rest of the document gives the detailed description of the various edit distances, the 
characteristics of the Indian languages and how they differ from English and a brief description 








REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
Jumbling of letters 
 
The text below has circulated on the Web for several years to show how powerful the human 
mind is in making sense of jumbled spellings. It may be viewed from the perspectives of joint 
error correction and coding [3] that are done simultaneously and automtically by the mind, or 
from the point of view of approximate string matching [2], [4]-[7]. 
Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the 
ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be at the 
rghit pclae. The rset can be a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit porbelm. Tihs is 
bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. 
It has been proposed that the human brain is able to read the words even when they are jumbled 




1. The grammatical structure of the sentence is not disturbed in the above sentence, that is 
the small words [of 2 or 3 letters] or the function words [by, the, is etc] are not jumbled. 
Since the grammatical structure is preserved, the user is able to predict the next 
word in the sentence. The jumbled text not only preserves the grammatical 
structure, it leaves almost 45-50% of the words correct. (In the above paragraph 
that we took 46% of the words are unchanged.) 
2. People generally tend to notice the first and last letters more easily than they tend to 
observe the middle letters. So there is less possibility of finding errors in the middle 
letters than the initial and last letters. 
3. Although the words are jumbled in the paragraph, the jumbled words are not n w words, 
thus making the task of the reader easier. 
4. The sound of the original word is preserved in the jumbled words. Thi  also makes 
reading easy as people tend to read the word by its sound. 
5. People read the jumbled text because of the context of the sentence.  
The two things that interested me are the use of function words and the conext that plays a part in 
guessing the next word in the sentence. I have decided to remove the function words from the 
paragraph and then use the same jumbling technique to study the effect of this change. Also, to 
break the context of the sentence, I have taken 100 independent words that are commonly used in 
everyday life and then applied the jumbling technique. 
 
Approximate String matching 
Approximate string matching is the technique of performing string matching to the pattern of text. 
The match is measured in the number of operations that are performd to match the exact string. 
The most common operations that are performed to match the string are insertion, deletion and 




Examples of the operations are shown below: 
Insertion: monkey  monkeys 
Deletion: monkey  money 
Substitution: monkey  donkey 
All the above operations the number of edit distances performed are one. Some string matchers 
also consider transposition of two adjacent letters in the string [9]. 
Transposition: lost lots 
Approximate string matching has applications in many fields. Some examples are recovering the 
original signals after their transmission over noisy channels, finding DNA subsequences after 
possible mutations, and text searching where there are typing or spelling errors [2]. 
Most approximate string matchers assume same cost for all the operations performed in string 
matching, but some matchers do assign different weights to different operations. A more detailed 
description about edit distance and distance functions are explained in the distance measures 
section. 
Applications of Approximate String Matching for English 
Suffix Automata 
Suffix automata are an efficient data structure for representing the full index of a set of strings. 
They are minimal deterministic automata representing the set of all suffixes or substrings of a set 
of strings. The suffix automata of a finite word w over automata A are the minimal automata that 
recognize the language Suff (w) of the suffixes of w. It is minimal such that every other 
(deterministic) automata recognizing Suff (w) has a larger number of states. It can be built in 




Suffix Context Congruence 
For a factor f of w we denote by Endsetw (f) the set of positions of w in which f ends. 
Let W= abbaab. We have: 
Endsetw (ab) = {2, 6}, Endsetw (b) = {2, 3, 6}. 
The states of the suffix automaton of w are in fact the classes of the suffix context congruence 
defined on the factors of w by: u ≡ f, Endsetw (u) = Endsetw (f) 
 
Graph 1: Suffix Automaton of w=aabbabb. 
 
 




The number of states N verifies: |w| + 1 ≤ N ≤ 2|w| − 1. 
Suffix Tree 
A suffix tree is a tree-like data structure that allows the storage of all substrings of a given string 
in linear space. It solves the string pattern matching problem in linear time. A suffix tree ST for 
an n-character string S is a rooted directed tree with exactly n leaves numbered 1 to n.  Each 
internal node, other than the root, has at least two children and e ch edge is labeled with a 
nonempty substring of S. No two edges from a node can have edge-labels beginning with the 
same character. The key feature of the suffix tree is that for any leaf i, the concatenation of the 
edge-labels on the path from the root to the leaf i exactly spells the suffix of S that starts at 
position I. 
Example: 



















Graph 3: Suffix tree for string Mississippi. 
 
Bit Parallelism 
Bit-parallelism refers to the execution of several operations over a set of bits or numbers stored in 
a single computer word simultaneously. This technique permits searching for the approximate 
occurrences of a pattern of length l in a text of length n in time O ([l/b]n) where b is the number 
of bits in the computer word. Although this is asymptotically the optimal speedup over the basic 
O(mn) time algorithm, it wastes bit parallelism's power in the common case where l is much 
smaller than b, since b-l bits in the computer words get unused. It is the technique of packing 
several values in a single computer word and updating them in a single operation [15]-[16]. 
 
Dynamic Programming 
In the following € denotes the empty string. To compute Levenshtein distance ed(A,B), the 
dynamic programming algorithm fills an ( |A| + 1 )  x ( |B| + 1 ) table D, in which each cell D[i, j] 
will eventually hold the value ed(A1..i, B1..j ). Initially the trivially known boundary values D[I, 
0] = ed(A1..i, €) = i and D[0, j] = ed(€, B1..j ) = j are filled. Then the cells D[i, j] are computed 




ed(A,B) is known. When the values D[i – 1, j - 1], D[I, j - 1] and D[i – 1, j] are known, the value 
D[i, j] can be computed by using the following well-known recurrence. 
D[i, 0] = i, D[0, j] = j. 
D[i, j] =    D[i – 1, j - 1], if Ai = Bj . 
                 1 + min(D[i – 1, j- 1], D[i – 1, j], D[i, j - 1]), otherwise. 
This distance computation algorithm is easily modified to find approximate occurrences of A 
somewhere inside B [9]. This is done simply by changing the boundary condition D[0, j] = j into 
D[0, j] = 0. In this case D[i, j] = min(ed(A1…i, Bh…j ), h < j), which corresponds to the earlier 
definition of approximate string matching if we replace A with P and B with T.  
The values of D are usually computed by filling it in a column-wise manner for increasing j. This 
corresponds to scanning the string B (or the text T) one character at a time from left to right. At 
each character the corresponding column is completely filled in order of increasing i. This order 
makes it possible to save space by storing only one column at a time, since then the values in 
column j depend only on already computed values in it or values in column j - 1.  
Some properties of matrix D are:  
-The diagonal property: D[i, j] - D[i - 1; j - 1] = 0 or 1: 
-The adjacency property: D[i, j] - D[I, j - 1] = -1, 0, or 1, and D[I, j] - D[i – 1, j] = -1, 0, or 1 
 
Applications of Approximate String Matching for Indian Languages 
The Suffix tree for మమహల 










The Suffix tree is: 
 
 
Graph 4: Suffix tree for string మమహల 
The Suffix tree for लाइलाज 











Graph 5: Suffix tree for string लाइलाज 
 






Graph 7: Suffix Automaton for w= बबललबलल 
 






Graph 9: Suffix Automaton for w= కకప	ప	కప	ప	 
Distance measures 
The distance, d(x, y) is the minimum number of operations that are needed to perform in order to 
transform ‘x’ into ‘y’. ‘x’ and ‘y’ are two strings and the distance is a non negative real number. 
Once the operation has converted ‘x’ into ‘y’, no other operations ca  be performed on ‘y’. The 
operation is represented by ∂(x, y) = z, where ‘z’ is the non negative real number. The minimal 
number of operations required to transform one string into another is also called the cost of the 
operation [2]. 
The cost of sequence of operations is equal to the sum of cost of individual operations. If for 
every operation ∂(x, y), there is a respective operation ∂(y, x) for the same cost, then the distance 
is said to be symmetric. 
That is d(x, y) = d(y, x) 
For all strings ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘z’, the below expression holds true 




The set of possible operations can be expressed as: 
• Insertion (ɛ, a), represents the insertion of element ‘a’. 
• Deletion (a, ɛ), represents the deletion of element ‘a’. 
• Substitution (a, b), represents the substitution of element ‘b’ for element ‘a’. 
• Transposition (ab, ba), represents the transposition or swapping of elements ‘a’ and ‘b’. 
Some of the most commonly used distance measures are explained below: 
• Hamming distance: 
Hamming distance allows only substitution of letters, which costone unit. It is applied only 
to the strings of similar length. In other words, it is the minimum number of substitutions 
required to transform one string into another or the number of errors that transform one string 
to another. In the literature, the search problem is called th  s ring matching with k 
mismatches. If the lengths of two strings are equal then the distance is symmetric. It is 
applied in error detection and correction [12], [13].  
0 ≤ d(x, y) ≤ |x| 
Examples: 
The hamming distance between 
Sunday and Monday is 2 (one substitution of M for S, i.e. ∂(S, M) and one substitution of o 
for u, i.e. ∂ (u, o)) 
Monkey and Donkey is 1 (just one substitution of D for M, i.e. ∂ (M, D)) 
 




This allows insertions and deletions, which cost one unit each. It is often used to find the 
longest sequence that is common to all the sequences in the set of sequences. It measures 
the length of longest pairing of characters that can be made betw en the two strings such 
that the pairing respects the order of letters. The distance is the number of unpaired 
characters and is also symmetric. It has wide range of applictions in the areas such as 
molecular biology, file comparison and screen redisplay etc [10]. 
0 ≤ d(x, y) ≤ |x| + |y| 
Examples: 
The longest common subsequence between 
Human and Chimpanzee is 4 (HMAN) 
ABCBDAB and BDCABA is 4 (BCBA or BCAB) 
The longest common subsequence is not always unique. 
 
• Episode distance: 
Episode distance allows only insertions, which cost one unit. In literature, the search 
problem is called the episode matching. Since it only allows insert ons, the conversion of 
one string into another is not always possible. Also, the distance is not symmetric. Since 
not always the distance can be calculated, the mathematical expression is given as, 
d(x, y) = |y| - |x| or ∞ 
Examples: 
The episode distance between 
Money and Monkey is 1 (∂ (ɛ, k)) 
Sunday and Monday is ∞
 




Levenshtein distance is a metric used to measure the difference b tw en two sequences. 
This measure between two strings is defined by the number of edit operations used from 
transforming one string to another. The edit operations may be insertion, deletion and 
substitution of a single character. Here all the operations cst one unit. It is the minimum 
number of insertions, deletions and substitutions that are required to make two strings 
equal. In literature, the search problem is called the string matching with k differences. 
The distance is symmetric and is given by, 
0 ≤ d(x, y) ≤ max (|x|, |y|) 
Levenshtein distance has a wide range of applications in areas such as spell checkers, 
dialect pronunciations and used in software’s for natural language transla io . 
Examples: 
The Levenshtein distance between 
Sunday and Tuesday is 3 (one substitution of T for S, one substitution of e for s and one 
insertion of s) 
ABCAB and BDAB is 2 (one deletion of A, one substitution of D for C) 
 
• Damerau- Levenshtein distance: 
Damerau-Levenshtein distance is similar to Levenshtein distance except that it includes 
an extra edit operation called the transposition of adjacent letters, where all the operations 
cost one unit. It is the minimum number of insertions, deletions, substitutions and 
transpositions required to make two strings equal. The distance is symmetric and is given 
by, 
0 ≤ d(x, y) ≤ max (|x|, |y|) 
Damerau-Levenshtein distance has its applications in fields of fraud vendor name 
detections, where it can detect the letter that has been delte  or substituted, in DNA, 





The Damerau- Levenshtein distance between 
AC and CAB is 2 (one transposition of C and A and one insertion of B) 
Tried and tired is 1(just one transposition) 
In this thesis, for all the modifications, the Damerau- Levenshtein distance is used as the 
operations also contains transposition of adjacent letters apart from he regular operations such as 
substitution, insertion and deletion. This is because 80% of the errorsthat occur during database 
search or web search can be corrected by just one insertion, deletion, substitution or transposition. 
Algorithm for Damerau- Levenshtein distance: 
int damerau_levenshtein_distance(string a, string b) { 
    int alen = strlen(a); 
    int blen = strlen(b); 
    mixed array dist = allocate(alen + 1, allocate(blen + 1)); 
    for(int j = 1; j <= blen; j++) 
        dist[0][j] = j; 
    dist[alen][0] = alen; 
    for(int i = 0; i < alen; i++) { 
        dist[i][0] = i; 
        for(int j = 0; j < blen; j++) 




dist[i + 1][j + 1] = min(dist[i][j + 1] + 1, dist[i + 1][j] + 1, dist[i][j] + (a[i] != 
b[j]), dist[i - 1][j - 1] + (a[i] != b[j])); 
            else 
                dist[i + 1][j + 1] = min(dist[i][j + 1] + 1, dist[i + 1][j] + 1, dist[i][j] + (a[i] != b[j])); 
    } 
    return dist[alen][blen]; 
} 
Characteristics of Indian scripts 
Indian languages are highly phonetic; i.e. the pronunciation of new words can be reliably 
predicted from their written form. A background to Indian scripts is given in [17]-[22]. Indian 
scripts are highly systematic in their arrangement of sounds, a the milieu in which they arose is 
provided in papers on early Indian science [23]-[26]. From the evidence available at this time it 
may be assumed that the 3rd millennium BC Indus script evolved into the Brahmi script of late 
centuries BC which, in turn, evolved into the different India modern Scripts. Structurally, all the 
Indian scripts are thus closely related although their forms may look quite different. The Brahmi 
script is also the parent to Southeast Asian scripts.  
The alphabets of Indian languages are classified into consonants, vowels and other symbols. An 
akshara or syllable consists of 0, 1, 2 or 3 consonants and a vowel or other symbol. Each akshara 
can be pronounced independently. Alphabets of all the Indian languages are derived from the 
Brahmi script. In all the Indian languages there are 33 common consonant  and 15 common 
vowels. In addition, there are 3-4 consonants and 2-3 vowels that are specific to each language, 
but not very significant in practice. Words are made up of one or more aksharas. If an akshara 




The similarity in alphabet is not extended in graphical form which is used for printing. Each 
language uses different scripts, which consists of different graphemes. There are about 10-12 
major scripts in India among which Devanagari is the most widely used. Different languages have 
different statistical characteristics. Some have an over lin  for the entire word, while some have 
not touching graphemes. The vowels and the supporting consonants in samyuktakshara can 
appear on the left, right, above, below or in combinations to the main consonant.  
Examples: 
Over line  ɛɛɛɛɛ-ɛɛɛɛɛɛɛ 
Non Touching  ɛɛɛɛɛɛɛɛɛɛɛ 
Entropy 
 
Information according to Shannon is viewed probabilistically. It is carried discretely as symbols, 
which are selected from set of possible symbols. The information carried by the symbol depends 
upon its probability [11]. The amount of information gained decreases with the increase in 
uncertainty. Entropy is a key measure of information. It is the measure of uncertainty or disorder 
that is associated with the system. Since information is a decrease in uncertainty, entropy is 
regarded as the information required to construct the correct set of symbols. The information 
required to reconstruct the correct set of symbols increases with the increase in entropy [11]. 
Entropy and information are sometimes used interchangeably although they do not always mean 
the same thing. Entropy in a source is equal to the information per symbol needed to reconstruct 
its output. 
For a random variable X with n outcomes , the Shannon entropy, a measure 





The entropy of a language is a statistical measure which measures the average information 








In all the experiments that I have conducted, I recorded the time 10 readers took to read the text 
individually. This time was then averaged. 
String Matching for English 
 
From the analysis of the properties of the jumbled letters, the two things that seemed important to 
me are the use of functional words and the context of the sent nce which is helping in reading. In 
this thesis, I have tried to remove the functional words from the paragraph and then use the 
jumbling procedure. The text after jumbling looks like this, 
Accdroing resaecrh elgnsih uvinsreity deosn't mtaetr waht oredr l trets wrod olny 
iopmrtant tnihg frist lsat lteetr rihgt plcae. rset  tatol mses sitll raed whtiuot pborelm. 
Tihs baceuse  raed ervey lteter istlef wrod wohle. 
In order to test the importance of context through which the readers re able to read the jumbled 
sentence, I took some 100 independent words that are commonly used and then jumbled them 
with their first and last letters in their original position. The words after jumbling are, 




nomral sceond bolew geneitc grdataue nopetad jbmule coapmbitle giivng cmapnig 
sohcol cmoemnt sipmle sclorl atcion aihcveeemnt braod psate naitanol esstneial 
firend dsiaml dimiinsh grteeing divdie conimg exetnral puord aitctave rcenet 
moeny rdaeer saecrh iivnte cpmotetioin seicntsit eelavte porargms ietnnrtaioanl 
coisnetsntly 
rpealce smysopuim aacdimec flloewod pporreites addsers pltarofm konelwgde widnwos 
itnecartoin 
porcudt cnolose fcartion paitrpicate ganiing high ppoele rteial aevrgae dollar 
wsbeite wtsae headnig sevearl editnig ptonetial fargile spennidg fuutre suohedlrs 
bruedn scetor inofmritaon cfnoused ucpmoing sreuois assist sbusnataitl qlautiy bceome 
cmmoon matniian reuqrie griwong hmuor ainmal gniog finance ietnnret wemon. 
Then the Damerau- Levenshtein distance of one is applied to the original paragraph and the result 
of it is, 
Accrding to recearch at an Enlgish univiersity, it dosn't matetr in wiat ordier the lettes in 
a werd are, the only impurtant thng is that the fist and last lette is at the rijght place. The 
rect can be a totul mess and you can stillt raed it wihout probllem. Tihs is becase we do 
not raed evry lette by it slf but the wurd as a whule. 
Damerau- Levenshtein distance of one is also applied to the independent words to see its effect on 
reading. The operations are performed with several combinations such as 
• To the entire word 




• Without disturbing the first and last letter in the word 
• The operations being performed by the neighboring letters in the QWERTY keyboard. 
String Matching for Indian Languages 
 
In this thesis, the languages considered are Hindi (Devanagari script) and Telugu. Since these are 
phonetic languages, they are different from English language.  
The jumbling of words was based on the following combinations: 
• Vowels  
• Consonants 
• Syllables 
• Syllables but without disturbing the first and last one 
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Hindi 
जम-ूकँमीर समेत देशभर म गणतऽ दवस समारोह धूमधाम और पारप!रक उ#लास से 
मनाया गया, जबक रा&ीय राजधानी द#ली म 'व'वधता म एकता का नज़ारा उकेरती रगं-'बरगंी 
झाँकय- और सैय बल क/ 0मताओ ंके जानदार ूदश3न ने गणतऽ दवस समारोह म ऐसा 
समा ंबाधंा, मानो िमिन इंडया राजपथ पर उतर आया हो. गणतऽ दवस के अवसर पर हसंा 
ूभा'वत रा;य- के म=ुयम'ंऽय- ने अलगवादय- और उमवादय- से वाता3 क िलए आगे आने का 
आ?ान कया. 
Also Damerau- Levenshtein distance of one is applied to these texts to see the effect of reading. 
Modifications are made to the texts based on the following combinations: 
• Vowels 
• Consonants 
• Vowels without disturbing first and last letters 
• Consonant without disturbing first and last letters 
The timings are noted and are represented graphically in the results section. 
Entropy 
Entropy of the language is the measure of disorder associated with the system. For a random 
variable X with n outcomes , the Shannon entropy, a measure of uncertainty 





Entropy of the English language is calculated by taking into consideration, the 26 alphabets and 
space character and leaving out the punctuation. The frequencies of the letters are calculated and 
are shown in the table 1. 
































Table 1: Frequencies of alphabets in English language 
The above results are calculated based on 10,000 characters and the frequencies are rounded off 




Entropy of Telugu language is computed by converting the Telugu language into English 
language using some software’s and then using the above mentioned formula to compute it. The 
entropy in Telugu language is computed in two ways. 
• By converting it to English and then considering them as English alphabets  
• By converting it to English and then considering them as Telugu alphabets. 
To understand the conversion of Telugu into English font, here are some of the examples: 

ా*ా+లయ౦  kAryAlayaM 
ప	-.ా/౦నట12  pratipAdiMcinaTlu 
పద\Uభ]ష_  padmavibhUShaN^ 
వయసుR  vayassu 
Mాధ+mnoన౦త  sAdhyamainaMta 
In the first method, after converting them into English font, they are considered as English 
alphabets, i.e. padmavibhUShaN^ is considered as a sequence of characters containing p, a, d, m, 
a, v, i, b, h, U, S, h, a, N, ^.  In the Telugu language, the alphabets are case sensitive as each has 
different meaning. The frequencies of each letter are shown in the table 2. 
Alphabets Frequencies (%) Alphabets Frequencies (%) 
A 13.15 A 6.13 
B 0.99 B 0.00 
C 1.98 C 0.00 




E 1.30 E 1.77 
F 0.04 F 0.00 
G 1.52 G 0.00 
H 3.31 H 0.00 
I 6.81 I 1.03 
J 0.78 J 0.04 
K 3.92 K 0.00 
L 3.57 L 0.69 
M 2.01 M 3.67 
N 4.66 N 0.25 
O 0.49 O 1.46 
P 2.68 P 0.04 
Q 0.00 Q 0.01 
R 3.31 R 0.06 
S 2.46 S 0.29 
T 2.97 T 1.41 
U 5.65 U 0.07 




W 0.00 W 0.00 
X 0.00 X 0.00 
Y 1.86 Y 0.00 
Z 0.00 Z 0.00 
Space 12.05 ^ 0.46 
 
Table 2: Frequencies of alphabets in Telugu language 
The above results are calculated based on 10,000 characters and the frequencies are rounded off 
to 2 decimal points. 
In the next method, after converting them to English font, they are considered as Telugu syllables 
as opposed to English alphabets in method one. In this approach, the words are partitioned on the 
basis of Telugu syllables. Some examples are shown below. 
padmavibhUShaN^  pa, dma, vi, bhU, Sha , N^ 
kAryAlayaM   kA, ryA, la, yaM 
sAdhyamainaMta  sA, dhya, mai, naM, ta 
The frequencies of each syllable according to the given text are computed and then the entropy of 
the language is calculated. 
In this case we are considering one syllable at a time and the en ropy of the language calculated is 




We have continued this method for finding the entropy of Telugu anguage by considering two 
syllables at a time to decrease the entropy of the language. 
In this approach, the words are partitioned on the basis of Telugu syllables. Some examples are 
shown below. 
padmavibhUShaN^  padma, dmavi, vibhU, bhUSha, ShaN^ 
kAryAlayaM   kAryA, ryAla, layaM 
sAdhyamainaMta  sAdhya, dhyamai, mainaM, naMta 
In this case the entropy of the language is calculated to be 3.98 approximately for the same 
10,000 characters. 
In the next step, we found the entropy of Telugu language by considering th ee syllables at a 
time. In this approach, the words are partitioned on the basis of Telugu syllables. Some examples 
are shown below. 
padmavibhUShaN^  padmavi, dmavibhU, vibhUSha, bhUShaN^ 
kAryAlayaM   kAryAla, ryAlayaM 
sAdhyamainaMta  sAdhyamai, dhyamainaM, mainaMta 
In this case the entropy of the language is calculated to be 2.739approximately for the same 
10,000 characters. 
In the next step, we found the entropy of Telugu language by considerig four syllables at a time. 
In this approach, the words are partitioned on the basis of Telugu syllables. Some examples are 
shown below. 




kAryAlayaM   kAryAlayaM  
sAdhyamainaMta  sAdhyamainaM, dhyamainaMta 
In this case the entropy of the language is calculated to be 2.077approximately for the same 
10,000 characters. 
We continued this process for up to six syllables and the entropy of the language when 5 syllables 
and 6 syllables are considered is calculated.  
The entropy of language for 5 syllables is 1.699. 
The entropy of language for 6 syllables is 1.39. 









Approximate String Matching 
For English 
In this section I considered the actual paragraph and then removed all the function words from the 
paragraph to find the effect on the reader. 
Without function words 
According research English university doesn't matter what order letters word only 
important thing first last letter right place. Rest total mess still read without problem. 
This because read every letter itself word whole. 
In this section, in order to test the importance of context through which the readers are able to 
read the jumbled sentence, I took some 100 independent words that are commonly used and then 





Graph 10: Time taken for function words. 
 
Graph 11: Time taken for independent words. 





Accrding to recearch at an Enlgish univiersity, it dosn't matetr in wiat ordier the lettes in 
a werd are, the only impurtant thng is that the fist and last lette is at the rijght place. The 
rect can be a totul mess and you can stillt raed it wihout probllem. Tihs is becase we do 
not raed evry lette by it slf but the wurd as a whule. 
The edit operations performed are addition, deletion, substitution and transposition of 
neighboring letters. The timings were then recorded. 
 
Graph 12: Time taken for Damerau-Levenshtein distance of one. 
Then I took the same 100 independent words and used the Damerau-Levensht in distance of one 





Graph 13: Time taken for Levenshtein distance of one. 
 
For Telugu 
The Damerau- Levenshtein distance of one is applied for the Telugu text and the combinations 
were based up on the following: 
• Vowels  
• Consonants 
• Vowels but without changing the middle ones 





Graph 14:  Time taken for Damerau Levenshtein Distance of one. 
The next section shows the percentage of words that are correctly ead by the users. The graph 
shows that when the middle vowels/ consonants are not changed, the users are able to read it with 
much accuracy than if they are changed. Also, vowels have much less importance than the 
consonants. 
 





The Damerau- Levenshtein distance of one is applied for the Hindi text and the combinations 
were based up on the following: 
• Vowels  
• Consonants 
• Vowels but without changing the middle ones 
• consonants but without changing the middle ones 
 





Graph 17: Correct percentage of words read. 
The above section shows the percentage of words that are correctly ead by the users. The graph 
shows that when the middle vowels/ consonants are not changed, the users are able to read it with 
much accuracy than if they are changed. Also, vowels have much less importance than the 
consonants. 
Entropy 
This graph compares the entropies of English and Telugu language. Entropy of the English 
language is calculated by taking into consideration, the 26 alphabets nd pace character and 
leaving out the punctuation. 
The entropy in Telugu language is computed in two ways. 
• By converting it to English and then considering them as English alphabets (Telugu 1).  





Graph 18: Comparison of entropy calculated. 
The next section is about Telugu 2 where the alphabets are considered as in Telugu language. We 
have considered one syllable at a time, two syllables at a time etc till we have reached a value 
which doesn’t change much. Entropy decreases as the number of syllables considered incr ases. 
 




The next graph shows the comparison of entropies of English language for the original text and 
the jumbled text with first and last letters kept constant. This graph shows that there is much less 
difference in the entropies of original text and the jumbled one and he ce people are able to read 
the jumbled text with not much difficulty. 
 
Graph 20: Entropy of English language for original text and jumbled text. 
 




The above graph shows the comparison of entropies of Telugu language for th original text and 
the jumbled text with first and last letters kept constant. This graph shows that there is much less 
difference in the entropies of original text and the jumbled one and he ce people are able to read 
the jumbled text with not much difficulty. 
The difference is very little in Telugu language compared to that of English is because of the 
word length in Telugu language. In jumbling process we only consider the words of length 
greater than three, but the graph shows that approximately 70% of the words in Telugu are of 
length less than four. 
 









The results show that the importance of functional words in reading these words is lesser than 
proposed before. Nevertheless, context plays an important role in helpi g the user read such 
words. In addition, this thesis applied the Damerau-Levenshtein distance of one to the words and 
found that the words can be read if the first and last letters are left in their places. 
For Indian languages like Hindi and Telugu, which are phonetic so that the pronunciation of new 
words can be reliably predicted from their written form, consonants carry more information than 
the vowels. This can be inferred from both the time taken to read the text and also from the 
percentage of correctness. The words can be read with much ease if the first and last letters are 
left in their places. 
Finally, the entropy of Telugu is higher than that of English, w ich means that the Telugu is more 
succinct than English and each syllable in Telugu (as in other Indian languages) contains more 
information compared to English. The comparison of entropies of the language for original and 
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This thesis is concerned with the analysis of approximate string matching and its 
applications to Indian scripts. It starts with the analysis of the problem of the readability 
of jumbled text. Several modifications of jumbling are considered based on position of 
letters, such as using the Damerau- Levenshtein distance without dist rbing the first 
letter, first and last letters and according to the placement of keys in the QWERTY 
keyboard. The process is applied to the Indian scripts and modifications are based on 
vowels, consonants and syllables in the respective languages. A study i  made on the 
entropy of English language and then the entropy for Telugu language is calculated and 
compared to that of English language. 
 
Findings and Conclusions: 
 
Through simulations and analysis, it is observed that the functional words are not that 
important in reading the jumbled words, but context plays a crucial role. Also, for both 
the English language and Indian languages when the first and last letters are not moved, 
users are able to read them even when the text is modified through Damerau-Levenshtein 
distance of one. Also, the entropy of Telugu is much higher than English, which implies 
that Telugu is much more succinct than English. 
